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Abstract

In stealth games, guard patrol behavior constitutes one of
the primary challenges players encounter. While most stealth
games employ hard-coded guard behaviors, the same ap-
proach is not feasible for procedurally generated environ-
ments. Previous research has introduced various dynamic
guard patrol behaviors; however, there needs to be more play-
testing to quantitatively measure their impact on players.
This research paper presents a user study to evaluate play-
ers’ experiences in terms of enjoyment and difficulty when
playing against several dynamic patrol behaviors in a stealth
game prototype. The study aimed to determine whether play-
ers could differentiate between different guard behaviors and
assess their impact on player experience.
We found that players were generally capable of distinguish-
ing between the various dynamic guard patrol behaviors in
terms of difficulty and enjoyment when competing against
them. The study sheds light on the nuances of player percep-
tion and experience with different guard behaviors, providing
valuable insights for game developers seeking to create en-
gaging and challenging stealth gameplay.

Introduction
Guard patrol behavior is one of the essential design aspects
in stealth games. These behaviors are typically manually
crafted by game designers to provide a suitable level of chal-
lenge for players. However, this approach relies on static
game levels, making it impractical for procedurally gener-
ated environments. Previous research has proposed dynamic
guard patrol behaviors that can adapt to procedural game
levels. Despite these advancements, the impact of such be-
haviors on player experience has not been thoroughly evalu-
ated through play-testing.

Play-testing plays a crucial role in game design as it al-
lows designers to assess how various game components in-
fluence players and make iterative improvements to enhance
the overall player experience. This research paper aims to
present a user study to evaluate a set of dynamically gen-
erated patrol behaviors in a prototype of a stealth game.
We collect gameplay data and survey responses from human
players to gauge their experiences.
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This study holds significant relevance as it provides in-
sights into the enjoyment and difficulty levels associated
with these dynamically generated patrol behaviors in stealth
scenarios. Additionally, the study examines the traits that
players assign to these behaviors and how these traits impact
their perceived enjoyment and difficulty levels. The contri-
butions of this chapter are as follows:

• We re-design a prototype to allow human players to
play against a game prototype. The prototype is a stealth
game1. A Unity-built top-down simulation allows for
testing and analysis of various stealth behaviors.

• We conducted a user study to evaluate the effect of dif-
ferent behaviors on players’ experience. The user study
was based on playing with the prototype and survey data.
We consider three forms of patrol behavior; two methods
are more heuristically complex, and the third is a simple
baseline method.

Related Work
Emergent Guard Patrol & Search Behavior
Multiple studies have delved into the potential for generat-
ing emergent patrol and search behaviors. In the context of
game development, the commercial game Third Eye Crime
presented a captivating search behavior that drew inspiration
from occupancy maps, a technique commonly employed in
robotics for exploration and mapping purposes (Moravec
1989). It incorporated occupancy maps to improve agents’
knowledge representation to create a more realistic pursuit
and search behavior in stealth scenarios (Isla 2013, 2005).

Additionally, occupancy maps have been employed to
generate dynamic and exploratory behavior for NPCs in var-
ious games. In the turn-based rogue-like game NetHack, for
instance, occupancy maps were utilized to enable an NPC
to exhibit exploratory behavior (Campbell and Verbrugge
2019). Similarly, in open real-time strategy (RTS) games
where fog of war plays a role, another grid-based approach
known as potential fields was utilized to direct an NPC’s
navigation within the game space (Hagelback and Johansson
2008). This technique relied on generating potential fields
that influenced the NPC’s movements, considering factors

1The source code can be found at https://github.com/wralenezi/
Stealth-Simulator.git
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such as visibility and unexplored regions, thereby facilitat-
ing strategic exploration.

Work by Xu, Tremblay, and Verbrugge aimed at guard
movement and patrol patterns, using a generated road map
in the game level and adding a grammar-based route and
behavior construction 2014. Another study used the same
presentation to create a multi-agent search behavior for an
adversary (Al Enezi and Verbrugge 2021).

Recent work introduced a method for an observer to ex-
plore and patrol a game level by decomposing the undiscov-
ered space and allocating a numerical value to each convex
unit in the undiscovered area. Then the observer prioritizes
the undiscovered convex regions (Al Enezi and Verbrugge
2020).

Researchers use the percentage of the area covered to
evaluate exploration performance in robotics (Paull et al.
2018). Regarding patrol, previous work in robotics studied
patrol performance and used the uniform coverage of the
area as a heuristic, assuming that the more evenly robots
surveyed the area, the more effective their patrol behavior
is (Jana, Vachhani, and Sinha 2022). We follow the same
method to assess the dynamic patrol performance quantita-
tively.

Player Perception of NPC Behavior
Research has indicated that players generally find NPCs that
exhibit more human-like behavior to be more enjoyable to
play against (Soni and Hingston 2008). Also, various stud-
ies have sought to directly address player enjoyment, ex-
ploring the possibility of enhancing games by establishing
mathematical models that dictate game progression. The ob-
jective is to define a game’s progress model in order to
adjust player enjoyment through the manipulation of “ac-
celeration” within the game’s progress model, particularly
in sports and board games (Sutiono, Purwarianti, and Iida
2014; Sutiono et al. 2015; Iida, Takeshita, and Yoshimura
2003). Moreover, player enjoyment has been examined in
the context of NPC AI across multiple game genres. This
includes turn-based strategy games (Wetzel and Anderson
2017), board games (Iida, Takeshita, and Yoshimura 2003),
and first-person shooters (Soni and Hingston 2008; Hingston
2009). These studies have aimed to better understand and
improve player satisfaction by refining the behavior and in-
teractions of NPCs within these specific game types.

Conversely, a survey conducted among professionals in
the video game industry revealed concerns regarding play-
ers’ ability to comprehend and perceive the increased com-
plexity of NPCs. This phenomenon, often referred to as “the
black hole of AI”, underscores the need to understand the
limitations associated with it (Johansson, Eladhari, and Ver-
hagen 2012). As a result, it is crucial to evaluate the bound-
aries of this phenomenon. Several studies have delved into
various aspects of NPC behavior in contemporary commer-
cial games, which have the potential to impact a player’s
enjoyment. Lankoski & Björk have proposed a range of per-
tinent design patterns that contribute to the believability of
NPCs, one of which focuses on providing evidence of inten-
tionality. This concept was examined through an analysis of
a specific character in the game “Oblivion” (Lankoski and

Figure 1: A screenshot of the game’s features presented to
the user study participants.

Björk 2007). Such investigations into NPC behavior con-
tribute valuable insights into enhancing the design and de-
velopment of NPCs within video games.

Furthermore, additional research endeavors have aimed to
utilize learning-based NPCs in order to predict player enjoy-
ment. This is achieved by defining an interest value based
on a set of metrics, with player enjoyment assessed through
post-game questioning after experiencing various NPC be-
havior variations (Yannakakis and Hallam 2007b,a). While
the investigation of player enjoyment in stealth games is rel-
atively scarce, this particular study explored a related prob-
lem variation in the form of a predator/prey scenario, which
shares similar properties to our own setup.

Prototype Scenario
Each participant engaged in a game comprising three
rounds, where they encountered guards with distinct patrol
behaviors. Each round lasted 120 seconds, during which the
participant controlled a character within the game level. The
primary objective was to collect randomly spawned coins to
increase their score.

The game level featured four guards, all assigned the same
patrol behavior. If any of the guards detected the player’s
character, their score would gradually decrease over time.
To ensure that participants could solely focus on observing
the patrol behavior, the guards were programmed to ignore
the player if discovered and continue their predetermined pa-
trol patterns without any interruptions. We allowed for neg-
ative scores to maintain a continuous impact on the player’s
actions throughout the round, even if they never collected a
coin. Collecting each coin had a predetermined fixed amount
that would positively contribute to the player’s score, mo-
tivating them to strategically navigate to specific locations
within the game level. Figure 1 shows an illustration of the
game elements.

We presented the game as a top-down real-time game,
with the main elements being:

• Game level: The game level consisted of a polygon shape
with holes representing the walkable area. The walkable
area within the polygon was depicted in grey, while the
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areas deemed unwalkable were colored according to the
assigned color of the current guard team. To ensure opti-
mal visibility and observation of the guards’ behavior, we
ensured that all walkable areas were constantly visible to
the player throughout the game.

• Guards: The game level featured four guards positioned
randomly. To ensure a uniform disribution of the guards,
the initial guard was randomly placed on a corner of
the outer polygon. Following that, each subsequent guard
was positioned on a corner representing the farthest path
from the previously placed guards. This process was it-
erated until all four guards were appropriately positioned
within the game level.

• Coin: Similar to the guards, a coin would randomly ap-
pear on one of the corners at the edge of the game level.
The coin acted as a goal for players to collect and in-
crease their score. Once the player successfully picked
up the coin, it reappeared on the corner farthest from their
current location. This placement rule ensured a uniform
level of difficulty for all players. Throughout each round,
only one coin was available at any given time, maintain-
ing a strategic and competitive gameplay experience.

• Intruder: The intruder is the character within the game
controlled by the player. The player’s main objectives are
twofold: firstly, to avoid being detected by the guards to
prevent their score from decreasing, and secondly, to en-
hance their score by collecting coins. To ensure a con-
sistent level of challenge for all participants, the player-
controlled character begins the game at the corner far-
thest from the coin and the guards. This starting position
contributes to a balanced difficulty level and provides
equal opportunities for all players.

• Time: After a time limit of 120 seconds, the round is con-
cluded. The remaining time is continuously displayed on
the screen, allowing participants to monitor it throughout
the round.

To mitigate any biases, the order of the rounds was ran-
domly assigned. Furthermore, to aid in distinguishing be-
tween the guard teams, each team was assigned a random
color. The randomization of colors aimed to prevent play-
ers from forming associations between the guards’ behavior
and the specific color assigned to them. In the subsequent
section, we will investigate the details of the three patrol be-
haviors employed in each round.

Methodology
This section defines the dynamic patrol behaviors and the
user-study setup for evaluating these behaviors.

Patrol Behaviors
The choice of patrol behavior determines the way guards
move in space. Our choices were limited to behaviors that
result in dynamic patrol without hard-coding the patrol pat-
terns; thus, we chose three behaviors for this study:

A. VisMesh This method was first introduced in (Al Enezi
and Verbrugge 2020). This method relies on distinguishing

Figure 2: The covered area (blue) is subtracted from the
overall space geometry (green) and results in the uncovered
areas(red). Taken from (Al Enezi and Verbrugge 2020).

the surveyed area by a guard so that it will prioritize survey-
ing the unsurveyed places. This method only handled scenar-
ios of a single guard. For this paper, we extend it to support
multi-guard scenarios.

The Vismesh method generally works by modeling the
walkable space by a mesh of convex polygons, similar to
the navigation mesh. This mesh is constantly updated every
fixed time step to reflect how often the area is surveyed. The
main idea is to split the area into covered and uncovered
areas.

After that, we partition the covered and uncovered areas
into a mesh of convex polygons. We will have convex poly-
gons in the seen area, called seen polygons, and the rest are
in the unseen area, called unseen polygons. These polygons
form the Vismesh.

Each polygon in the Vismesh is associated with a numeri-
cal value, referred to as staleness. It indicates how long time
has passed since the corresponding area is surveyed. So in
seen polygons, the staleness will be 0. As for the unseen
polygons, the staleness is a weighted average of the staleness
of the intersecting polygons from the previous Vismesh.

The original method was tested on one guard. Every time
the guard requested a new decision to be made, it chose one
of the unseen polygons and found the shortest path toward
the centroid of it. However, to extend this method to multi-
guard scenarios, we defined new heuristics that determine
which unseen polygon each guard will choose.

At every time, the guard chooses an unseen convex poly-
gon to cover. To explore the multiple factors that can af-
fect the patrol behavior, the selection is made by evaluating
the fitness value for all polygons and choosing the one with
the highest fitness value. In our extension, guards share the
same Vismesh, and they decide their next move based on a
weighted sum of the following heuristics:

• The normalized area of the polygon. The larger the con-
vex polygon is, the higher this value is. We normalized
this value to simplify the fitness calculation.

• The staleness of the polygon. It is a normalized value of
how long the guards have not covered a polygon. A value
of 1 means that this is the oldest polygon, and 0 means
that the polygon has just been covered.

• The normalized distance of the centroid of the polygon
from the guard. It gives a sense of how far a polygon
is from the guard. So naturally, a guard would priori-
tize close polygons, for example. The distance is normal-
ized by dividing the map’s shortest path distance by the
longest path distance.
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Figure 3: The divided graph of the Docks map of Metal Gear
Solid. Taken from (Al Enezi and Verbrugge 2021)

• The normalized distance of the closest guard of the oth-
ers to the centroid. We included this value to provide a
degree of separation between the guards. So a guard may
prioritize polygons that are further away from the loca-
tions of other guards.

To calculate the fitness of a polygon, we find the weighted
average of the properties by using equation 1. We define the
values of the weights by exploring the possible combination
of weights and choosing the best performance according to
the uniform coverage performance.

f(n) = va ∗ wa + vs ∗ ws + vd ∗ wd + vg ∗ wg (1)

where f(n) is the fitness value of a polygon n in the
VisMesh. The variables va, vs, vd, vg are the polygon’s
properties area, staleness, distance, and distance from the
closest other guards. Each variable has the corresponding
weight value, which for simplicity, we limited their values
to between 0 to 1.

B. Skeleton-Based Roadmap This method was designed
to search for an adversary after they escaped from the
guards’ FOV (Al Enezi and Verbrugge 2021). It uses the
Scale-axis transform to simplify and capture the environ-
ment’s topology. This graph serves as a roadmap to simplify
the search for the adversary instead of uniformly searching
the map. Each edge is discretized into line segments for pre-
cision in associating areas with the roadmap. Figure 3 shows
an example of the roadmap.

Once the guards lose sight of an opponent, this method
propagates the probability of them on a line segment through
the roadmap. Then the guards will try to cover the line seg-
ments in a certain order to find the intruder.

We modified two main features in this method. First, in-
stead of having the probability propagate from the position
the opponent was last seen, we set all segments to have the
same probability value. This is because, at the start of a pa-
trol scenario, guards have no knowledge of the presence of
an opponent. Secondly, we modified the form of decision-
making guards make.

In the original method, guards choose a specific line seg-
ment and find the shortest path toward it. Which caused
the guards to sometimes overlap, leaving other possible

paths unattended. To mitigate that, we modified the decision-
making so that guards plan a full path instead of a destina-
tion point. Once a guard determines a path, we update the
corresponding line segments so that when other guards plan
a path, they choose line segments with no or fewer guards
passing through.

First, we get the closest segment in the roadmap to guard
g; It represents the start segment of the potential path to be
built. After that, similarly to the Dijkstra algorithm, we build
a path by exploring the path with the highest total utility.
However, we stopped expanding the search if the total dis-
tance reached the defined limit. We expand the search by
iterating through the connected segments to the current seg-
ment and update the possible highest total utility it can reach
along with the total distance to reach it. After the search is
over, we backtrack the path from the segment with the high-
est utility to the start.

To prioritize the line segments, we distinguish them by the
fitness of that segment. To calculate the fitness of a line n, we
used the function GetUtility(n) which finds the weighted
average of properties assigned to that line segment. They
are:

• The staleness of the line. It is a normalized value of how
long the guards have not covered the center of the line
segment. A value of 1 means that this is the oldest line
segment, and 0 means that the line segment has just been
covered.

• The number of guards planning to pass through this line
segment. It indicates that another guard will cover this
line segment. We normalized this value by dividing it by
the total number of guards, and to make higher values
more desirable, we subtracted the result from 1.

GetUtility(n) = vs ∗ ws + vg ∗ wg (2)

The fitness calculation is shown in equation 2, where vs,
vg are the features mentioned multiplied by the correspond-
ing weights.

C. Random We included this behavior as a baseline for
the cheapest behavior to create compared to the previous
two. Each guard independently finds the shortest path to-
ward a randomly sampled position on the level. Figure 4
shows the heatmap for this behavior.

Patrol Performance Comparison
The two patrol methods have several parameters that affect
patrol behavior. To use them in the user study, we need to
define the weights used in calculating the fitness. To do that,
we explored the possible combination of these values and
chose the best combination that provided the best patrol be-
havior.

To evaluate patrol behavior, we defined a measure of how
well the guards covered the map. To formalize that, we laid a
grid of WxH nodes. Over the patrol shift, we aggregated the
time each node was covered by one of the guards’ FOV. Af-
ter the shift, we normalized the coverage time for the nodes,
so their values will be from 0, which means the node was
covered the least, to 1. A higher mode of coverage time per
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Figure 4: Heat maps of a patrol shift where the guards
adapted the random patrol behavior.

Figure 5: Heat maps of a patrol shift where the guards
adapted the VisMesh patrol behavior. The brighter a loca-
tion is, the more coverage it got.

node on the grid indicates good patrol behavior since the
guards covered more areas during the patrol shift. This mea-
sure was also used to evaluate robot patrol behavior (Jana,
Vachhani, and Sinha 2022).

After testing the combinations of parameters for VisMesh,
we found the highest average survey time to be 0.49 for the
following values: Area weight: 0, staleness weight: 1, dis-
tance weight: 1, and separation weight: 0.5. Figure 5 shows
the heatmap for these parameters during a 120 seconds pa-
trol scenario.

As for the RoadMap method, the best parameter combina-
tion yielded an average of 0.33 for the following values: Max
normalized path length: 0.5, staleness weight: 0.5, passing
guard weight: 0, connectivity weight: 0. Figure 6 shows the
heatmap for these parameters for a sample game level map.

In order to conduct a quantitative comparison of these pa-
trol behaviors, we examined the overall distribution of cov-
erage for each behavior. Figure 7 depicts the violin plots il-
lustrating the coverage performance of the three patrol meth-
ods. Each violin plot represents the distribution of cover-
age time for the pixels on the game map. A wider upper

Figure 6: Heat maps of a patrol shift where the guards
adapted the Roadmap patrol behavior.

Figure 7: Violin charts at the end of 120 seconds patrol
round. Each violin represents distribution of the heat values,
so a better uniform coverage results in more pixels with heat
values close to 1.

area in the violin plot indicates a greater number of pix-
els with higher coverage values, indicating better overall
coverage in the game level. The results indicate that the
Random method exhibited the least uniform coverage, the
roadmap method performed better but still fell short, while
the Vismesh method offered the most comprehensive cover-
age.

Experimental Setup
To recruit participants for our study, we employed email
communication to contact undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. The email provided a detailed overview of the study
along with a link to an online portal hosting a web-based
version of the game. Participants could access the game
through the web portal at their convenience. We ensured
the anonymity of the participants by collecting their game-
play data and survey responses without any personally iden-
tifiable information. On average, the study was completed
within approximately 15 minutes.

At the start of the game, all participants were provided
with an introduction to the study’s objective and given in-
structions on how to engage in the game. Following this,
they had the opportunity to engage in a tutorial level to fa-
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(a) Most enjoyable team

(b) Justification

Figure 8: Screenshots of the two questions in the game that
pertain to identifying the most entertaining team. We fol-
lowed them with a similar inquiry about difficulty and effec-
tiveness.

miliarize themselves with the game’s mechanics. Once the
tutorial level ended, participants were given a choice to re-
play the tutorial or commence the actual game when they
felt prepared.

Throughout the main game, participants actively partici-
pated in three rounds, with each round showcasing guards
exhibiting different patrol behaviors. Each team was as-
signed a distinct color to aid players in distinguishing be-
tween the guard teams. The pairing and order of the guard
teams and colors were randomized across study sessions to
eliminate any potential biases. After completing all three
rounds, participants were prompted to indicate the most en-
joyable, challenging, and effective teams. Moreover, we al-
lowed them to explain their selections for each aspect via
text input, as illustrated in Figure 8. The study concluded at
this point, and participants were free to replay the game.

Game Level
For the tutorial round, we utilized a Metal Gear Solid map
as depicted in figure 9. We selected this map due to its rela-
tively straightforward design, which aimed to acquaint play-
ers with the game mechanics. In the main game, consider-
ing the expected limited sample size for this user study, we
employed a single fixed map to increase the likelihood of
obtaining statistically significant results. This map was in-
tentionally crafted to resemble the “Skeld” map from the
game “Among Us”, providing a moderate level of challenge

Figure 9: The Docks map from the commercial game Metal
Gear Solid.

with multiple cycles and diverse enclosed spaces that facil-
itated player hiding, thereby adding an intriguing aspect to
the map. The map’s layout is illustrated in figure 1.

Guard Teams
For the tutorial round, we limited the number of guards to
two to assist participants in understanding guard movement
within the game space and to prevent overcrowding due to
the relatively smaller level. In the main game, we conducted
multiple rounds of testing different guard team formations
and ultimately settled on populating the game level with
four guards. Regarding the assigned behaviors, we selected
the tutorial team with the Random patrol behavior, while the
subsequent three rounds featured the three behavior patterns
we described in a randomized order. In the following sec-
tion, we present the outcomes of this study.

Results
In this section, we describe the number of participants in
our study. After that, we report the participants’ performance
based on their gaming experience and against the patrol be-
haviors. Then, we analyze and report the possible features
contributing to players’ enjoyment and perceived difficulty
in patrol behavior.

Participation
We recruited a sample size of 115 that completed the game.
We asked the players for their self-perceived familiarity with
video games. Figure 10 shows a bar chart of the distribu-
tion of participants according to their experience with video
games. We found most participants classified themselves as
Advanced or Intermediate experience with games. The ratio
makes us believe we generalize our findings to video game
players.

To confirm if our prototype was easy for the different par-
ticipant experience levels to learn and play, we compared
the average scores each group achieved through the three
rounds they played. We found that advanced and intermedi-
ate players, which made up the majority of participants, had
consistent scores through the rounds.
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Figure 10: The numbers of players who participated in the
study grouped by their respective experience in video games.

Figure 11: Players’ scores against the patrol method grouped
by the round where they encountered each behavior. The er-
ror bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Performance
To confirm if each guard team impacted participants’ per-
formance differently, we compared their scores according
to the round and the type of behavior they played against.
Figure 11 shows a bar chart of players’ scores against each
guard team grouped by the round they encountered the cor-
responding team. Generally, participants scored the most
against the RoadMap team, followed by the Random team,
and finally, they significantly scored the lowest against the
VisMesh team. As for the effect of the order of the round on
the score, participants seemed to score slightly better if they
encountered the Random team in a later round. This could
be a result of the players becoming more familiar as they
played the game; however, the same pattern cannot be seen
in the Roadmap and Vismesh. Roadmap could have been
easy enough to allow players to score better regardless of
the order, and the Vismesh was consistently harder to beat.

Enjoyment
After players played against all teams, we asked them to
choose the most enjoyable team and the option to insert a

χ2 p
Enjoyment 5.46 0.06
Difficulty 55.76 <0.001

Table 1: The Chi-square goodness-of-fit test results of the
players’ most enjoyable behaviors. For α = 0.05 and de-
grees of freedom = 2, the critical value is approximately
5.991.

Figure 12: Players’ rating of fun for different teams. The
error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

justification for their choice in free text. Figure 12 shows
bar charts of players rating of teams in terms of fun. We ob-
serve that players found the Roadmap and the Vismesh to be
the most enjoyable, and fewer players chose random behav-
ior. Table 1 shows that we cannot reject the null hypothesis;
thus, there is no statistical significance of participants en-
joying one behavior over the other. Despite this, we believe
a larger sample may provide better insight.

To understand how participants enjoy playing against a
specific behavior, we investigate several factors that might
have affected this aspect of the player’s experience. First, we
found no significant impact the team’s color had on player
enjoyment. Therefore, the other possible factors include:

Order The order participants played against a specific be-
havior might affect their enjoyment of that team. For ex-
ample, playing against a difficult team, followed by an eas-
ier team, might affect the player’s enjoyability differently
than if it was the reverse order. First, we confirmed that the
teams had a uniform chance of being ordered in a partic-
ular order for the study, so no specific ordering of teams
was significantly repeated more than the others. Figure 13
shows a bar chart of the patrol behavior participants chose
as most enjoyable, grouped by the order they appeared in.
As we mentioned before, participants reported enjoying the
random the least among the other teams; however, the later
they played against the Random behavior, the more likely
they considered it as the most enjoyable. Justifying this an-
swer would require further testing; however, it is possible
that since players scored more against Random behavior in
later rounds, they found it to be more enjoyable since they
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Figure 13: The number of players rating patrol behaviors as
most enjoyable grouped by the order the behavior appeared
in. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

learned the game from playing against the previous teams.
As for the other two behaviors, participants enjoyed them
the most when they played with them in the last episode. We
believe that it is less likely due to participants’ scores against
these two behaviors; however, it could be because they were
the most recent team thus or because as players got more
familiar with the game, they got better at observing guards’
behavior and thus enjoyed the complexity of these two meth-
ods. Additionally, RoadMap behavior seemed to be more en-
joyable starting from the second round, meaning that partic-
ipants remembered it the most, which the high score they
achieved against RoadMap behavior might affect it. How-
ever, this is not the case for VisMesh since many players en-
joyed it regardless of the lower average score they achieved
against it. Participants’ preference for VisMesh despite the
lower average score suggested the existence of “challenge”
as a factor of enjoyment.

Challenge After we reviewed the participants’ justifica-
tion for their choice of the most enjoyable team, we found
the primary criterion for many players to be the amount of
challenge the guard team demonstrated. Players ranged in
their preference from easy guards that allowed players to
score better to guards that were the most challenging as they
were motivating players to improve in the game. Further,
we explored if the players enjoyed the team that allowed
them to score the most. We found that 36% of the players
chose the behavior that allowed them to score the best. Some
players enjoyed the behavior because it was easy. How-
ever, an almost equal proportion of players, around 40%,
preferred other more challenging behaviors and specifically
mentioned their preference for such teams because of their
challenging nature.

Predictability Several players considered less predictable
guards to be more enjoyable to face. Players seemed to en-
joy competing with an AI that showed more emergent be-
havior, given that this behavior demonstrated a certain level
of effectiveness. For example, 20% of the players mentioned
they preferred a team because they were unpredictable, and
most of them designated VisMesh guards as such.

Effectiveness A team that seemed more effective at their
task was more fun to face; This could be because players

Figure 14: The number of players rating patrol behaviors as
most challenging. The error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.

felt more achieved when they competed with a competent
AI. In other words, to challenge players while demonstrating
that the AI is showing reasonably effective behavior. As part
of this study, we asked players to rate which was effective,
so we checked if players chose the same team as effective
and fun. We found that 37% of players considered teams
they classified as effective to be fun as well. In addition,
20% of the players mentioned the team to be well-spread,
5% as meticulous or natural. Examples of the comments we
received: “It checked corners of the room it entered, so if
it trapped you, you suffered and couldn’t just escape unno-
ticed by hiding in a corner”, “This team provides a signif-
icant challenge by covering a large amount of ground and
move in a more natural pattern, scoping the area more thor-
oughly with movements that seem instinctive.”

Difficulty
As for the difficulty, players distinctively chose a specific
team as the most difficult. Figure 14 shows a bar chart of the
results of their responses. We found that participants chose
the Vismesh as the most difficult, while the same number
of players split between choosing Roadmap and Random as
the most difficult. The Chi-square goodness-of-fit in Table 1
shows that there is a statistically significant number of par-
ticipants who considered the VisMesh to be the most diffi-
cult.

Figure 15 shows a bar chart of participants’ choice of
the most challenging team grouped by the order the team
showed up in the study. We found no significant impact on
their choice by the order; however, the Vismesh seemed to
have an incremental pattern, so the later they faced it, the
more they considered it the most difficult. This result is in-
significant and would require more testing to confirm.

As for the justification for their choice of the most difficult
team, we found the main traits participants mentioned were:

Meticulousness 50% of players mentioned how they per-
ceived a team to be difficult when checking rooms and the
corners of these rooms. Also, to be well-spread, so they had
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Figure 15: The number of players rating patrol behaviors
as most challenging grouped by the order the behavior ap-
peared in. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

less overlap and covered more space. We found this trait,
and the previous can describe an effective patrol behavior
and confirm the possibility of a relation between players’
perception of a challenging and effective AI behavior in
this study. After comparing the correlation between players’
scores against the teams, they classified as challenging and
effective; we found a strong linear relationship (Pearson =
0.83, p-value < .05) between these properties.

Unpredictability Unpredictability was standard trait
players mentioned in a difficult AI. Interestingly, many
players who mentioned this observation also chose the same
team as the most enjoyable team, which made us believe
that players do enjoy a certain level of unpredictability.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. Firstly, the sample size
was relatively small and confined to university students. De-
spite the results showing clear trends in player enjoyment,
we believe that a larger sample size is important. Moreover,
relying on self-reported measures for data collection may
have introduced response bias and recall errors, which could
affect the data’s accuracy and reliability. The short study du-
ration limited the exploration effect of player adaptability to
the guard behaviors over time. Lastly, the investigation cen-
tered on a top-down game perspective, potentially overlook-
ing the diverse effects elicited by different perspectives. De-
spite these limitations, the study provides valuable insights
into dynamic patrol behavior, prompting future research to
address these shortcomings and offer a more comprehensive
understanding of its impact on player enjoyment.

Conclusion & Future Work
Developing sophisticated NPC behavior does not always
contribute to improving the players’ experience. Our eval-
uation showed that players have different preferences for
enemy AI. In our study, some players preferred the diffi-
cult NPCs, while others chose the easier ones. Roadmap and
Vismesh behaviors were rated as the most enjoyable, while
the Random behavior was the least preferred. Factors like
challenge, unpredictability, and effectiveness influenced en-
joyment. The Vismesh behavior was perceived as the most

challenging due to meticulousness and collaboration.
In future work, it would be beneficial to expand the par-

ticipant pool to include a diverse range of players and ex-
plore the impact of factors such as game genre and level de-
sign on enjoyment and performance. Additionally, investi-
gating hybrid patrol behaviors that combine different meth-
ods and identifying strategies for enhancing player satisfac-
tion would contribute to a deeper understanding of NPC be-
haviors and the development of more immersive gaming ex-
periences.
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